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BY AIR, BY LAND AND BY SEA.

LA DOLCE VITA FOR HELICOPTERS, CARS AND SUPERYACHTS
In a setting surrounded by art, history and tradition, the marina in Porto Lotti offers all the magic of “la
dolce vita”. SF Marina has delivered a pontoon that welcomes you no matter how you arrive, the 13 meter
wide pontoon includes a helicopter landing pad, two lanes and parking for cars and superyacht facilities that
welcomes yachts of all sizes.
SF Marina has since 1918 been in the forefront in the field of floating breakwaters and concrete pontoons. Our worldwide installations and a century of experience
and knowledge is your guarantee for a marina with the longest possible lifetime and minimum maintenance cost. Living up to our promise - still there after the storm.
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Pioneering
practices
The ongoing fight to reduce plastic pollution in our oceans, keep our seas
cleaner in general and conserve fossil fuels dominates media headlines. The
marina industry continues to play its part in trying to win the battle.
In the Environmental Management feature in this issue, once again we read
about relatively simple measures that can be taken to improve water quality. French
company CarenEcolo launches a portable slipway mat for hull cleaning that can be
set up on tidal slipways and connected to a wash water filtration tank. Çeşme Marina
in Turkey is securing sacks of mussels around the marina for natural water filtration
and natural water quality assessment. The ratio of heavy metals in the mussels will
be periodically checked for an academic report.
As Marina World closed for press, Abell Point Marina in Australia told us about
its latest venture to be ‘plastic straw free’. If you think this seems a negligible
contribution to the environment, you may think again when armed with the following
statistics: over 500 million plastic straws are discarded every day globally and each
straw takes up to 450 years to degrade.
Responding to The Last Straw Great Barrier Reef campaign, Abell Point is now
the first marina in Australia to be plastic straw free at all five of its food venues.
Paper straws are provided on request and one outlet has taken a step further in
selling reusable stainless straws to customers. Abell Point general manager, Kate
Purdie, says “by eliminating plastic straws from our food outlets, we have eliminated
70,000 straws per annum from being discarded. The marina is already plastic bag
free and our participation in The Last Straw campaign is a great next step in our
environmental strategy. We hope to lead the way for other marinas to follow suit and
encourage all their venues to become plastic straw free.”
A first for Çeşme, a first for Abell Point, and now another significant accolade
for the BlueIsles Solar Microgrid Dock. Developed by US-based PowerDocks and
reviewed in Marina World January/February 2018, BlueIsles won the Innovation of
the Year Award at the Electric & Hybrid Marine World Expo and Conference held in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, at the end of June.
The product, described by one jury member as having “the potential to
revolutionise the charging and docking capacity of marinas worldwide,” is a first-ofkind floating solar dock that can be positioned in remote locations or within marinas
to provide in situ sustainable power. It is fully customisable in size, materials, energy
generation and storage configurations.
PowerDocks worked on the product in collaboration with several marina industry
specialists including Bellingham Marine, ThruFlow and HyPower, and solar energy
specialist Solbian. The result is pioneering, and we are delighted that it has won yet
another prestigious award.

Carol Fulford
Editor
Join the ICOMIA World Marinas Conference 2018 in
Athens, Greece! Register today at www.worldmarinasconference.com
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WORLD NEWS

Tenders
in for
Alimos

GREECE: The directors of
the Hellenic Republic Asset
Development Fund (HRADF)
have ruled that eight investment
schemes meet the eligibility
criteria for the Alimos Marina
tender process. Each tender will
now receive Phase B (submission
of binding offers) documents.

Family marina built
to harmonise

Alimos Marina, situated
southwest of Athens, is one of the
largest marinas in Greece with
1,000 berths.

MEXICO: Poralu Marine has completed a marina at the heart of Puerto
Escondido Bay in the Gulf of California for the Salcedo and Hamann families
(see Sponsored Feature p. 30 & 31 for extra details).
Designed to harmonise completely
with its spectacular natural
surroundings, the project includes
private pontoons and a marina for a
total of over 100 moorings.

Poralu worked in partnership with
floating wave attenuator specialists
Inland and Coastal Marina Systems;
the first joint venture for the two
companies in the Americas.

Suntex expands
marinas and clubs

HRADF also confirmed that the
tender process for Pylos Marina
in the southwestern Peloponnese
is incomplete as no investment
scheme submitted a binding offer.
establish a new Suntex Boat Club at
CrossTimbers Marina, just north of
Tulsa, Oklahoma. This will be its ninth
boat club location in the USA. Six new
locations in northern California and
Tennessee have also been secured
for Suntex Watersports, the company’s
boat rental programme. Club and rental
fleets have been boosted by 300 new
boats.
Suntex now manages 46 marina
properties in the USA.

USA: Suntex Marina Investors
has further expanded its
portfolio with the acquisition of
Hurricane Marina on Center Hill
Lake in Silver Point, Tennessee.
With the change in ownership,
the marina received a new 25year lease with the United States
Army Corps of Engineers.
Hurricane Marina (right) has 600
wet slips (48 of which were built
in 2015), 40 PWC slips and 25
enclosed boathouse slips. Vessels
of 20 to 100ft (6 to 30m) can be
accommodated.
The company has also recently
expanded its boat club and rental
programme, announcing plans to
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Marina World
partners with IBEX
Mohammed al Mannaei, CEO P&O Marinas
(seated left) and Aleco
Keusseoglou (seated
right) at the signing of the
agreement in Monaco.

SMIP
and P&O
Marinas sign MoU

MONACO: DP World Group subsidiary P&O
Marinas – manager of the Mina Rashid
Marina project in Dubai – has finalised
an agreement with Société Monegasque
International Portuaire (SMIP) in Monaco to
work on selected superyacht marina projects
in the Mediterranean and around the world.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was
signed in Monaco in May.
Mohammed Al Mannei, CEO P&O
Marinas and executive director Mina Rashid,
commented: “By partnering with SMIP, we will
complement each other’s experience to ensure
the very best facilities feature high standards
and innovative services that create long term
sustainable value to clients, local communities
and shareholders.”
Mina Rashid, a project aimed at ultimately
accommodating 20,000 yachts, opened last
November with the first of three phases, Marina
Cube. This is expected to be a new maritime
tourist and entertainment hot spot stretching
over 13km² (5mi²).

Portland drystack
opens

UK: Dean & Reddyhoff has opened a new
covered drystack at Portland Marina in
Dorset, southwest England.
Built by local contractors, the stack holds
150 boats of up to 10m (33ft) in length, is 19m
(62ft) high and 84m (275ft) long. The racks
can be adjusted to suit different hull shapes.
The structure will be clad on three sides in the
autumn this year.
Dean & Reddyhoff chairman, Richard
Reddyhoff, commented: “The drystack was part
of the original plans for Portland Marina and we
are delighted that it is now built and providing
secure storage for more boat owners.” The
building has freed up space for additional car
parking and the construction of a new boatshed.

USA: Marina World is delighted to announce its new role as exclusive
media partner for the Marina & Yard Pavilion at IBEX.
International Council of Marine
IBEX (International Boatbuilders’
Industry Associations (ICOMIA).
Exhibition & Conference), the
This aims to raise the international
largest technical trade event of
standing of IBEX by encouraging
its kind in North America, is in its
and facilitating increased
28th year. It attracts over 7,500
participation by ICOMIA members
recreational marine industry
as exhibitors, speakers and visitors.
professionals and boasts nearly
The partnership was finalised
700 exhibitors. The Marina & Yard
in June at the ICOMIA/IFBSO
Pavilion (MYP), first introduced
Congress, hosted in Berlin by the
in 2017, will command a prime
International Marine Certification
position at this year’s event, which
Institute (IMCI).
will be held 2nd-4th October in
Tampa, Florida.
In addition to touring the show
Expanded exhibition space,
new education programmes and
an increased international flavour
are in the mix for the 2018 event
including new country pavilions for
South Korea, Australia, France and
Italy.
A further boost is assured
following the signing of a
collaboration agreement between
IBEX co-owners – National Marine
Manufacturers Association (NMMA)
and RAI Amsterdam – and the

and the MYP, incoming marina
professionals can attend Marina
101 ‘Walk the Docks – First
Impressions’ (a four-hour industry
introduction course) and/or attend
the Tampa Area Marina & Boatyard
Study Tour and visit five marina
facilities. Full details and costs
are available from imitraining@
marinaassociation.org
Registration is now open for
IBEX 2018 – find our more at
www.ibexshow.com

Oasis Marinas
wins Wharf
marinas contract

USA: Oasis Marinas of Baltimore, MD, has been awarded a contract
to manage all marina operations along the entire mile-long Wharf
development in Washington, DC.
The contract includes
Market Docks, Wharf Cove,
Washington Channel Moorings
and the new mixed-use 200+ slip
Wharf Marina, currently under
construction by Bellingham
Marine.
“This is a huge honour,” said
Dan Cowens, founder and CEO
Oasis Marinas. “We have a great
deal of respect for The Wharf’s
development team and the
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vibrant community that they have
created along the waterfront.
At Oasis Marinas, we combine
maritime expertise with hospitality
experience to create a safe, fun
and welcoming environment
for guests. We look forward to
working side by side with The
Wharf as they re-establish
Washington DC as a bustling
waterfront city and premier
destination for boaters.”
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The world leader
in mooring systems
The marinas of the future ask for
versatile systems that stand the test
of time; products that can adapt to
the developing demands and protect
WKHPDLQLQYHVWPHQW
SEAFLEX® is an elastic mooring solution that
expands and retracts with each tide and
wave, taking on and dampening the forces
\HDUDIWHU\HDUΖWGRHVWKLVZKLOHEHLQJ
LQYLVLEOHIURPWKHVXUIDFHFUHDWLQJVRPHRI
the most modern, sleek, state of the art
PDULQDVLQWKHZRUOG
With 45 years of research and development,
SEAFLEX® is the most technologically
advanced mooring option in the world,
anchoring thousands of marinas, wave
DWWHQXDWRUVDQGEXR\VZRUOGZLGH

How does it work?
3RQWRRQGRFN

SEAFLEX®

Rope

SEAFLEX® is custom made to handle the
VLWHVSHFLȴFFRQGLWLRQVDWHDFKORFDWLRQ
With the system in place, the moored
application is secured in all directions,
throughout wind, waves and
ZDWHUȵXFWXDWLRQ

Research your options, give your marina the
mooring solution it deserves!
9LVLWXVDWZZZVHDȵH[QHW for
PRUHLQIRUPDWLRQ

Contact us
INTERNATIONAL
P +46 90 160650
LQIR#VHDȵH[QHW

US & CANADA
P +1 (310) 548 9100
VHDȵH[LQF#VHDȵH[QHW

WORLD NEWS

Marina
focus for
Marinas19
AUSTRALIA: The Marinas19
International Conference and Trade
Exhibition will be held on the Gold
Coast, Queensland 27th-28th May
2019. The event immediately follows
the Sanctuary Cove International
Boat Show that flows on from the
Australian Superyacht and Marine
Export Conference (ASMEX).
Marinas19, the next in the series that
has been organised every two years
since 2001 by the Marina Industries
Association, will revert to a marina
focused event. For the last three events,
it has been run in partnership with the
Boating Industries Association and has
adopted a broader marine agenda.

Porto Lottti joins
1782 Club
ITALY: Porto Lotti, the luxury 520berth superyacht marina in the
Gulf of La Spezia, has joined the
exclusive Camper & Nicholsons
Marinas (C&NM) 1782 Club.
C&NM COO, Dan Hughes,
welcomed the new club member.
“We are so pleased to be closely
working with Porto Lotti through
the 1782 Club, which offers a
unique marketing and business
development platform to help
promote marinas internationally,”
he said. “With the recent marina
extension of 14 dedicated
superyacht berths now complete
at Porto Lotti, larger yachts can
easily be accommodated. Its unique
location within the Gulf of La Spezia,
provides a destination close to some
of the world’s most high profile Italian
shipyards and yacht manufacturers
as well as being in a great location
for those yachts heading south
ahead of the season.”
In addition to the 14 superyacht
berths, the marina also boasts a
transit berth for yachts up to 180m
(590ft); one of very few in the region.

Lakeland Leisure buys
Roydon Marina
UK: Windermere-based Lakeland Leisure Estates has purchased Roydon
Marina Village, a 56-acre inland marina and leisure complex in Essex. The site
includes a 350-berth marina, 60 holiday lodges and a hotel.
Nigel Wimpenny, managing director
of Lakeland Leisure Estates, said:
“This excellent site is a key part of our
strategy to grow our business portfolio,
mainly through the acquisition of wellestablished locations.”
Lakeland owns and manages a

variety of leisure complexes including
five marinas. In January this year it
acquired Deganwy Marina, North
Wales, from the Crown Estate. The
acquisitions of the Roydon and
Deganwy properties were made using
HSBC funding packages.

Milestone achievement at
Ocean Village

UK: The refurbishment and extension of MDL’s Ocean Village Marina in
Southampton has reached a milestone. Walcon Marine has completed Piers A
to D, which are now in use, and has three more to finish.
All walkways, piers and pontoons
have been constructed using Walcon’s
System 21 product and heavy-duty
wave-attenuating pontoons have
been used near the marina entrance.
Pontoons have been decked with
a charcoal grey composite product
supplied by Dura Composites (see p.
46).

services using keypads and mobiles.
The berthing package includes extra
shoreside services and privileges.

A key feature of the new layout is the
introduction of Pier P (for Platinum). For
higher fee paying customers, Walcon
has designed and built customised
high-spec pontoons with under-deck
services, branded cleats and smart
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Marina Solutions

• SERVICE PEDESTALS
• SANITATION PUMP-OUTS
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• ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING
• LIGHTING

by

• PRE-PAYMENT SYSTEMS
• SMART METERING
• ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
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• TESTING & INSPECTION

Serving the Marina Industry since 1990

S

Over 25 Years’
Experience

Manufactured
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t: +44 (0) 1205 724754
e: rolec@rolecserv.co.uk

SMART
Integration

LED Amenity
Lighting

Internal Electric &
Water Segregation

Bespoke
Manufacturing

CE
Certified

@RolecMarina

www.rolecserv.com

WORLD NEWS

Marina Agana - the
100th project for
Marinetek Adriatic
CROATIA: Marinetek NCP, now renamed Marinetek Adriatic, has
completed a full re-build of Marina Agana, its 100th project to date.
Situated halfway between Split
and Sibenik in a sheltered bay in the
picturesque village of Marina, Marina
Agana offers boaters a safe and
peaceful base from which to explore the
island-studded Dalmatian Coast.
Marinetek replaced all existing

pontoons, cleats, fenders and
access bridges. The completed
marina has six piers and offers 134
berths for vessels up to 25m (82ft).
Marinetek also installed completely
new infrastructure for shoreside and
pontoon power and water, and all

berths have new service pedestals. The
result, says Marinetek Adriatic director
Boris Miškić, is to make Marina Agana
“one of the best equipped and most
modern marinas on the coast.”

Green court gives
green light for
Kennedy Point
NEW ZEALAND: Plans for Kennedy
Point Boatharbour at Kennedy
Bay, Waiheke Island, were upheld
when the developers won their
case against local opposition at
the Environment Court in May. The
marina was approved by Auckland
Council back in May 2017.
Final design work on the 186-berth
marina will be complete in a few
months’ time and marketing and sale
of berths, ranging in length from 10 to
25m (33 to 82ft), will start immediately.

Redeveloping
Harbour Island
BAHAMAS: The Government of
the Bahamas has signed a Heads
of Agreement with 4M Harbour
Island for the redevelopment
of Harbour Island Marina in
Eleuthera.
The US$45 million project,
scheduled to be completed in two
and a half years, will feature a
55-slip megayacht marina, wide
ranging leisure amenities, retail and
residential property.

Rebuilt marina puts
community first
AUSTRALIA: Elizabeth Bay Marina, Sydney, has been rebuilt by Bellingham
Marine Australia. The company worked with New South Wales authorities to
develop a new layout that would offer a safer, modern marina whilst allaying
concerns from local residents about over-development.
“We wanted to make sure that the
final design would have public approval,
as this is a community marina,” said
John Spragg, general manager
Bellingham Marine Australia. “It was
important that the new design not
significantly alter the waterfront or the
lifestyle of the surrounding community.”
The new marina has an extra 13
berths for boats of 12 to 15m (39 to 49ft)
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and a launching pontoon for kayaks and
paddleboards. In an effort to encourage
growth of seagrass, the launch area
has been decked with a grated material
- long used by Bellingham Marine for
projects in the USA - that allows light to
penetrate the water.
Elizabeth Bay Marina also has 47
swing moorings and is protected by a
4m (13ft) wide skirted wave attenuator.
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Floating pontoons
Steel: strength and versatility
Made in Italy
Pontoons, breakwaters, piers for super
yachts, ﬂoating bridges and constructions:
the best solutions for connecting sea and
land by means of strong and reliable
structures, in aluminium, concrete or steel,
standard or tailor made.

Khiran - Kuwait: 3,350 m of pontoons and ﬁngers for Khiran Marina in the Arabian Gulf

Let’s shape together
your new marina

Tel. +39 0422 702412
info@ingemar.it
www.ingemar.it

Pontoons and constructions over the water

COVER STORY
Marina Porto Antico (left) and Marina
Molo Vecchio, two of Genoa’s key
marinas. Photo: Merlo
Pesca (1928) and the Italian Yacht
Club (1879) – the oldest sailing club
in the Mediterranean.

Genoa for Yachting

Cluster group boosts
Genoa’s yachting
profile
The maritime city of Genoa began a specific journey into the yachting
sector many years ago. This move has now been further accelerated by the
development of the ‘Genoa for Yachting’ cluster group and the efforts of Italian
shipyard Amico & Co. Donatella Zucca reports
In November 2017, the Genoa for
Yachting cluster was formed by a group
of 27 professional boating companies
to add a new dimension to the historic
naval and seafaring traditions of the
Ligurian capital. The aim of the group –
to establish yachting as a strategic part
of the city’s economy – is influenced
by its popularity with nautical tourists
and its superyacht potential. For around
eight months a year, the city hosts
around 290,000 boating visitors and an
average of 1,200 crew members. The
city has several important shipyards
and three key marinas, two of which
have berthing for yachts over 100m
(328ft) in length.

oldest tourist port in Italy and is host
to established clubs like the Genoese
Rowing Club (1890), Elpis Genoese
Canottieri (1902), Italian Naval League
Genoa Centre (1900), Unione Dilettanti

With 680 direct employees, over
1,000 suppliers, 360,000m²
(430,556yd²) of port area, a
turnover of about €100 million and a
supply chain value of €330 million,
the companies of newly founded
Genoa for Yachting have a notable
and ever increasing impact on the
city. This is further enhanced by the
local presence and role of the Italian
Naval Register RINA, founded
in Genoa and actively involved
in classification, certification,
inspection and testing services, and the
Genoa International Boat Show.
One of the top boat shows in Europe
until the economic downturn lashed out
at Italy’s yachting market, the Genoa
show continues as a greatly reduced
but nonetheless important showcase for
the small and medium sized companies
that are crucial to the Italian leisure
marine sector. Despite the success of
Fiera Milano’s Versilia Yachting Rendez
Vous in Viareggio, the Genoa Boat
Show remains a true national icon.

Leading the Genoa promotion
The Genoese and Mediterranean
boating scene also owes much to
Amico & Co, a family-run refit and
service yard that competes well with
leading firms on the French and
Spanish coasts. Founded 25 years

Some background to Genoa’s
yachting provenance is important, and
the best overview comes with the Duca
degli Abruzzi Porticciolo. This is the

Amico’s covered air-conditioned
dock is a very recent investment.
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Left & below: The Amico dock and
quayside facilities are perfectly positioned
close to Genoa city centre.
on various levels for yachts from 30 to
140m (98 to 459ft) and has spent years
consolidating its position and investing
in its facilities. Up to €55 million is in the
process of being spent in total at the
Genoa yard.

Mooring up near the city
Genoa has several key marinas
including Marina Genova, Marina Porto
Antico and Marina Molo Vecchio.

ago, Amico is now at the top end of
the industry with up to 110 orders per
year. The company has a network
of 650 suppliers, partnerships with
specialist companies, and promotes a
comprehensive plan to compete with La

Genoa for Yachting
participants
Services:
Amico Servizi Srl
Femobunker Srl
Genoa Sea Service Srl
Molo Vecchio Marine Supplies Srl
Molo Vecchio Crociere Srl
Pesto Sea Group Srl
San Giorgio Shipping Services Srl
SCS Ship & Crew Services Srl
Yachtline Arredomare 1618 Spa
Marinas:
Marina Genova Srl
Marina Molo Vecchio Srl
Marina Porto Antico Spa
Shipbuilding:
Amico & Co Srl
Cantieri Navali Di Sestri Srl
Cantieri Navali Genovesi Srl
Gatti Srl, Genoa Sea Service Srl
Consorzio Assistenza Nautica

Ciotat in Bouches du Rhône (France)
and Mb92 in Barcelona (Spain).
Amico’s Genoa project involves
the development of a refit and repair
district equipped with new shipbuilding
infrastructure, mooring facilities and
services, and a rejuvenation of the
city’s waterfront in liaison with local
adminstrations. The journey, started
some years ago by president Alberto
Amico who was acting in part on his
father’s thought processes, has led to
continuous growth of the Amico yard.
The most recent advance, prior to the
formation of Genoa for Yachting, was
the unauguration in 2016 of a 102m
(335ft) long covered and air-conditioned
dock and an upgrade of electrical
installations.
With its facilities in Genoa and Loano
(Amico Loano), the group operates

Marina Genova is an excellent
nautical hub and one of four
Mediterranean marinas able to
accommodate megayachts up to 130m
(426ft) in length. It offers a high level
of dedicated services meeting the
needs of both shipowners and crew.
The marina has 500 berths, 100 of
which are reserved for superyachts,
the largest refuelling docks in the
Mediterranean and a dedicated build
and repair area. To complement
restaurants, hotels and commercial
activities, there are various initiatives for
shipowners, guests and crew. We Love
Crew offers social events.
Located to the west of Genoa city
centre and close to the international
airport, Marina Genova sits amidst an
area that is historically associated with
large vessels and shipbuilding. The
future seems bright. “The 2018 season
will surely confirm growth following the
positive signs experienced by Italian
marinas last year,” says Giuseppe
Pappalardo, CEO of Marina Genova
management company SSP Società

Technology:
AB Volt Srl
Acier Steel Srl
Cn Sat Srl
Cooperativa Steel Works
Interni Navali Genovesi Srl
Lisi Arredamenti Srl
Motonautica Sorin Diesel Sas
Schembri E Gardella Verniciatura
Yacht
Tecnomarine Srl
Viacava Srl
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Talking to Alberto Amico
Q: The goal
of Genoa for
Yachting is to
create a yachting
hub supported
by facilities
comparable with
Mb92 and La
Alberto Amico
Ciotat. Why Genoa?
A: Genoa has the potential to become
a hub of excellence. The location and
climate are ideal and the city is a fair
size with quality services and beautiful
cultural and touristic offerings. Our
port infrastructure generates a good
reception and we have the right growth
potential, even in the megayacht
sector. In terms of shipbuilding, there
are not only yards like Amico but a
whole chain of specialist companies
dedicated to pleasure craft and
large yachts. The creation of Genoa
for Yachting has prompted greater
awareness of the current importance
of the nautical sector for the city and its
further potential.
Q: How are discussions progressing?
A: A constructive dialogue has been
started with the president of the
region, Giovanni Toti, the mayor,
Marco Bucci, and the president of the
port system authority, Paolo Emilio
Signorini, on the strategy for economic
development and the port system in
coming years. The large yacht sector
will be a protagonist in this, which is a
fundamental change of direction.
Q: What is Amico’s current role and
the main focus of your side of the
project?
A: We are the promoter of the Genoa
for Yachting working group. Our project
is divided into three phases, one of
which is shipbuilding infrastructure.
This mainly comprises a new 4,000
ton ship lift, new reception mooring
capacity for yachts of 45 to 110m (148
to 361ft) and more space for crews
and ground services.
Q: Will the ‘Blueprint’ designs of
renowned architect Renzo Piano be
part of the Genoa waterfront project?
A: Mayor Bucci is pushing for swift
construction of the new waterfront
and all planning and planning
procedures have started. They are in
total harmony with Renzo Piano. The
new waterfront is a beautiful project,
it is achieveable, and the big yachts
will be one of the drivers of economic
development in the sector.

Genoa by night (above) and by day at
Marina Genova (below) conveniently close
to the airport.
Sviluppo Porti. “Our infrastructure,
as well as our strategic location,
enables us to give attentive service to
large vessels that are often on hectic
schedules and presents opportunities
for tourists to discover the treasures
and culture of Genoa,” he adds.
At the centre of the city waterfront
lies Marina Porto Antico, a haven
largely for small and medium sized
boats. Berth holders at its 270 berths
can take advantage of WiFi, electric
dock carts, laundries, supermarket,
shops, hotels and restaurants. Over
the past two years, following the Italian
crisis that resulted in a significant
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exodus of boats, occupancy has started
to rise and many previous customers
have returned. These are primarily from
northern Italy with some from Genoa
itself. Around a third of the berths for
boats of 20m (66ft) and above are
leased by foreigners. All customers
appreciate being so close to the
amenities of the city centre.
Marina Molo Vecchio (MMV) also
enjoys a prime waterfront location on
the 450m (1,476ft) long Molo Vecchio
close to the famous aquarium. The
marina offers 160 berths for vessels
of 22 to 90m (72 to 295ft) at stern-to
moorings, has a 150m (492ft) alongside
berth, and an additional 100 berths
for boats of 5 to 18m (16 to 59ft).
These are offered at competitive rates
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COVER STORY
Awards and agreements
Marina Genova was awarded
RINA MaRINA Excellence
certification in May. It achieved
maximum score due to its deep
waters, quality services and
special facilities for superyachts.
CEO Giuseppe Pappalardo
commented: “We are very proud
of this certification, which
represents an important goal,
and helps us to keep pursuing
excellence.”
The award arrived at the
same time as an agreement was
reached between Marina Genova
and Marina di Portofino to jointly
promote international yacht tourism
in Liguria. From now on, Marina
Genova will offer yachts waiting
for a Portofino mooring slot (22nm
away) essential stop-over services.
Marina di Portofino is one of
the most famous and luxurious
harbours in the world, set in the
middle of Portofino Bay. It offers 17
berths for yachts of 10 to 80m (33
to 262ft).

Marina Genova is one of four Mediterranean marinas able to accommodate megayachts up
to 130m (426ft) in length. One hundred of its 500 berths are reserved for superyachts.
Photo: Merlo
especially for long-term contracts.
Customers mooring up at the marina
enjoy year-round service and the fee
includes private parking along the
Molo Vecchio. Crews enjoy discounts
at nearby apartments and MMV office

staff provide information on activities,
events, games, barbecues etc., that
take place on the pier. Since 2001 the
marina has hosted the annual MYBA
Charter Show, which is dedicated to
luxury yacht charter.

Martini Marinas floating pontoons.
The best, from all points of the compass.

SWITZERLAND
CROATIA
GREECE
NETHERLANDS/BELGIUM
ROMANIA

T. +41 91 9945545
T. +385 01 6530040
T. +30 23 10692899
T. +31 6 46140603
T. +40 341 482664

info@interbox.ch
stp@stp-croatia.com
makis@zaggas-group.gr
info@aquamore.info
office@opalconstruct.ro

Martini Alfredo S.p.A.
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 43
P.O. Box 30 - 22078 Turate (CO) - Italy
Tel +39 02 963941 - Fax +39 02 9682613
marinas.export@martinialfredo.it
www.martinialfredo.it
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MARKET FOCUS: NORTHERN RUSSIA
The extensive Imperatorsky Yacht Club in St
Petersburg has modern infrastructure and
generous water space.

“In the 2017 season the demand was
15 to 20% higher than in the previous
year, when we already had occupancy
ranging from 86 to 89% for most of the
year,” said Oleg Virolainen, chairman of
the board of the Vostochnyi Yacht Club.
“Because of this, the club invested
money last season to expand the
marina, adding 36 new berths.”

Highs and lows in
St Petersburg
After several years of uncertainty, marinas in St Petersburg reported recordbreaking occupancy and profitability in 2017. The Russian north-west coast
now clearly lacks berths and this may push investors to pump money into new
projects. Vladislav Vorotnikov reports
St Petersburg is commonly known
in Russia as its national sea capital.
It is the most popular destination for
yachtsmen in European Russia but,
over the past few years, the local
marinas have faced a tough challenge:
the land they occupy appears to be
more valuable than their business.
“Ten marinas in St Petersburg have
been sold off and closed during the
past five years,” said Alexander Uralov,
spokesman for St Petersburg City Hall.
The new owners have built premium
cottages and hotels on the land. As a

result, the total number of berths in St
Petersburg shrunk from 3,222 in 2012
to around 2,700 in 2017, according to
Uralov, even though some new marinas
have opened in the city during this
period.
There has, however, been a clear
upward trend in the market since
2016. The occupancy of an average
marina in St Petersburg reached an
unprecedented 90% during the last
season, with more local residents
starting to buy yachts and more
foreigners coming in from Europe.
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It is believed that the shortage of
berths will become even more apparent
over the next few years but this may still
not make for a perfect environment for
investment.

Still not Stockholm

When it comes to the development of
yachting, St Petersburg still lags behind
other major cities in northern Europe.
While Stockholm attracts on average
24,000 yachts per year and Helsinki an
annual figure of 19,000, St Petersburg
records just 6,000 according to
estimates from the All-Russian Yachting
Sport Association.
There are infrastructure problems
on the Russian north-west coast that
hamper the development of yachting,
including the lack of marinas on the
route from Europe to St Petersburg.
“European yachtsmen refrain from
visiting St Petersburg because on the
sea routes in [the north-west of] Russia
there are no berths where one could
wait out a storm,” commented Vladimir
Silkin, chairman of the Yachting Sport
Association.
In addition, there is hardly any winter
Konstantin Fort is a 160-berth
marina with customs clearance.
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MARKET FOCUS: NORTHERN RUSSIA
mooring in St Petersburg so most boats
from the city are transferred to Helsinki
for the winter season. The local marina
industry constantly loses money as a
result.
“By having 24,000 berths, like, for
example, Tallinn, St Petersburg could
earn around €144 million per year. This
is the amount the city is losing by not
taking steps to promote the development
of its marinas,” commented Sergey
Kovaliev, director of the local consulting
agency Interconsult LLC.
In north-west Russia it costs €3.5
million to build a marina with 200 berths,
not taking into account the spend on
building a fuel station and certain other
costs. The payback on this investment in
St Petersburg now takes 14 years, given
the average profitability in the business
over the last few years, according to
Interconsult LLC estimates. This is too
long a period of time and scares away
potential investors.

Imperatorsky Yacht Club is owned by Burevestnik Group. The company also owns marinas in
Sochi and Moscow.
Building marinas by public-private
clearance point at the Russian yacht
partnership is quite possible but the
club Konstantin Fort. This is a new
main obstacle is that federal and
experiment for Russia and could be
“In many countries, marinas
regional authorities have first to agree
expanded.
are being built by public-private
on the projects among themselves. In
Konstantin Fort is located 85
partnerships with state funding,” noted
Russian legislation, the water body
miles
away from the Russian border
Vladimir Lubomirov, manager of St
belongs to the federal authorities but
with
Finland
and there are six other
Petersburg Yacht Club. “This approach
yachting taxes are claimed by the
marinas in between. A boat owner from
has proved its value, but it has not been
regional authorities. The different
Europe must pass customs clearance
used by the Russian authorities as yet.”
agencies must join forces to work this
somewhere before visiting any of them.
“In theory, to give strong impetus
out and, in Russia, this could be quite
“We have a marina for 160 yachts
for the development of the marina
an issue.
and the entire customs clearance in
industry, three or four marinas should
Konstantin Fort takes from 40 to 60
Trying to fill the gaps
be constructed between the European
minutes,” development director Kiryll
border and St Petersburg as it takes 24
Nevertheless, the authorities in Russia
Razumov confirmed. Other established
hours for an average yacht to cover the
really seem to care about turning St
clearance points may or may not be
distance between the nearest marina in
Petersburg into the new centre of sea
operating as efficiently. “It is hard to
Finland and the city,” explained Andrey
tourism, including yachting. Certain
say whether the main customs point
Lapko, an analyst with the Russian
steps have been taken towards
for private boats located in Vyborg is
Tourism Academy.
this, including opening a customs
operating properly or not. Officially, it
From the air: St Petersburg marinas enjoyed an unprecedented 90% occupancy last season.
is, but I’ve heard there were certain
difficulties for some boats from Finland
to undergo custom clearance there.
Boat owners from Finland know this
and, thanks to them, everyone else
knows,” Razumov stressed.
In addition to the problem with the
customs clearance, there are also
certain bureaucratic issues that hold
up marina development. “There are
certain gaps in legislation that brought
us numerous problems when we were
building coastal protection infrastructure
for our marina,” commented Tatiana
Ryazanova, spokeswoman for the
Vostochny Yacht Club. “There are
several different legal codes that
regulate what permissions are required
to do what. However, these regulations
provide no information on what
documents must be submitted to the
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MARKET FOCUS: NORTHERN RUSSIA
federal agencies so it is extremely hard
to certify the land to build a marina.”
Berthing costs are another factor. It
costs Rub1,800 (€25) to occupy a 9m
(29ft) long berth for 24 hours. For a
boat of 9 to 30m (29 to 98ft), the cost
is Rub3,600 (€45), confirmed Kiryll
Razumov. In general, The Russian
Gazette, the official publication of the
Russian federal government, asserts
that St Petersburg’s marinas offer
services at higher prices than European
marinas. The Russian Gazette reports
that, on average, it costs €50 to rent
a berth in St Petersburg for 24 hours;
nearly twice as much as in Helsinki,
Tallinn or Stockholm, where the prices
range from €22 to 27.

New projects

Although old problems are yet to
be solved, the marina industry in St
Petersburg continues to develop and
there are several potential projects in
the pipeline.
Russian gas giant Gazprom has
recently started building a major yacht
club in the city with a marina designed
for 200 boats. The investment cost
of the project is $60 million and it is

Despite the availability of berths for large boats, St Petersburg lags behind other European
‘sea capitals’ in terms of overall berth numbers.
completed by 2021. The price tag of
believed that the yacht club will occupy
the project is estimated at Rub1 billion
an area of around 3,600ha (8,896
($18 million).
acres). Gazprom plans to make its new
facility operational by 2020.
There have also been reports on
A similar project is pledged for
Kroonstad Island, where a yacht
club with a marina for 100 boats is
expected to be built by a group of
private investors. The details of this
project remain secret as yet but it is
believed that the marina should be
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several other new marina projects in
St Petersburg and Leningrad Oblast,
including some that involve nonRussian investors. Several marinas
are touted with a total of 500 berths.
However, none of the projects has been
officially confirmed.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Is your marina ready
for EV customers?
Recent figures published by the UK Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders (SMMT) highlighted an increase in Electric Vehicle (EV) and PlugIn Hybrid Vehicle (PHEV) sales of 72.7% in May 2018 alone. This contrasts
sharply with the decrease in diesel vehicle sales, which fell by 23.6% in the
same month. Marina services specialist Rolec Services, swift to recognise
the importance of the EV market some eight years ago, offers equipment and advice.
Rolec’s sub-division, Rolec EV,
claimed to be the UK’s largest
manufacturer of EV charging
equipment, offering Europe’s widest
range of products, has sold over
95,000 charging points to date. There
is increasing demand in the marina
sector.
Holly Brown, Rolec operations
director, explains: “The number of
EVs/PHEVs populating the world’s
roads continues to increase at a huge
rate. The EV drivers visiting marinas
generally park the vehicle in the marina
car park, and as such will be looking
to charge the vehicle while they are
boating. Therefore, having EV charging
points available at marinas seems the
logical thing to do.”
According to Brown, Rolec has
developed a range of EV charging
solutions to suit any marina or car
park requirements, from simple freeto-charge pedestals through to more
sophisticated charging points offering
a pay by mobile phone experience.
In addition to the more traditional AC
fast charging units the company also

offers a range of cutting edge DC
rapid and ultrafast chargers that
can charge a vehicle in 15 minutes
at up to 150kW, enabling it to travel
in some cases up to 300 miles
(480km) until the next charge.
“According to a recent report by
the International Energy Agency,
the number of EVs on the world’s
roads is likely to more than triple to
13 million in the next 18 months,”
Brown reveals. “Sales are also
expected to be set to soar 24% every
year, on average, through to 2030.”
“With environmental issues, including
air quality, greenhouse gases, etc.
being at the forefront of people’s minds,
governments around the world are
investing heavily – including providing
subsidies to encourage the uptake of
EVs/PHEVs. Further investment from
governments includes financial support
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to develop national EV charging
infrastructures in domestic, commercial
and public locations,” she notes.
“It is precisely because of all the
positives EVs bring that pioneering
marinas throughout the world are
investing in EV charging points for their
staff, visitors and customers.”
According to Rolec, as well
as providing a service to marina
customers the deployment of EV
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
charging points can also provide a new
and additional revenue stream; with
recent calculations suggesting that a
charging point used once per day will
repay its investment in less than 24
months.
Kate Broom, Rolec international
marina sales manager, comments:
“Whilst carrying out our standard
marina services, designs and
quotations I have noticed a significant
increase in requests for EV charging
points. It is clear from this rise in
demand that many marina customers
are now arriving in EVs and PHEVs,
expecting to see charging points
available at the marina.”
Broom believes that this demand
will continue to grow as vehicle
manufacturers significantly increase
their EV and PHEV portfolios over the
next two to three years. And the good
news is that it’s fairly straightforward for
marina operators to meet their needs.
“Installing an EV charging point is
relatively easy and cost effective, and
once installed is intuitive for the end
user to operate,” Broom adds.

Rolec confirms that its EV charging
points are designed and manufactured
to international EV charging standards
and are compatible with all EVs and
PHEVs currently on the market.
The company also confirms that
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its charging points have been tested,
approved and certificated by many
of the world’s leading EV/PHEV
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Slipway mat with
wash water collection
French company CarenEcolo, the developer of a mobile system for collecting
and filtering wash water contaminated by antifouling paint, has released a
special hard rubber slipway mat.
Influenced by the traditional way
boats are hauled and cleaned in
Brittany, the submersible mat can be

used on any hard surface whether flat
or sloping.
In Brittany the tide is used to bring

Mussel power for
cleaning water
Çeşme Marina in Turkey is working in cooperation with the Akua Group and
Dokuz Eylül University to help clean seawater through the use of mussels.
The marina is increasing the number of mussels living inside its waters as they
are known to filter the water around them when searching for phytoplanktons to eat.
Research shows that one mussel can filter 150 litres (33 gallons) of water per day
depending on type and environmental conditions.
During the first phase of the project,
Çeşme Marina secured a total of 80 sacks
of Mediterranean mussels in strategic
locations around the marina. The ratio of
heavy metals inside the mussels will be
regularly checked and an academic report
will be published after one year.
Can Akaltan CMM, general manager of
Çeşme Marina, says: “We are excited to
conduct this project and aim to become a
model for Turkish and European marina
companies. If we can succeed we will
recommend this to all marinas.”
Çeşme Marina, a joint investment of
Camper & Nicholsons Marinas and IC
Holding, is located in the Çeşme region of
Izmir and has 400 wet berths and capacity
for 100 vessels ashore.
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a boat to the slipway and the time
between high and low tide used to
clean the hull and apply antifouling
paint. This system has been in use for
as long as slipways have existed as it
costs nothing and there is no need for
trailers or cranes.
With the CarenEcolo product, the
boat settles on the hard rubber mat
and is high pressure washed. The wash
water is collected and pumped into a
tank or a mobile filtration unit. Paint is
applied before the tide comes in to take
the boat off the slipway.
The mat is manufactured from threeply rubber to protect the boat hull and
can be set up in marinas easily and
inexpensively. The system can also be
moved when and where needed.
E: contact@carenecolo.fr

ICMS to
distribute
Seabin

Inland and Coastal Marina
Systems (ICMS) has been
appointed exclusive distributor for
Seabin in the UK and Ireland.
The product (reviewed in Marina
World January/February 2018) has
been put to test around the world to
collect plastic waste in harbours and
marinas.
Developed by two Australian
surfers Pete Ceglinski and Andrew
Turton, Seabin is manufactured by
Poralu, which oversees sales and
distribution.
E: sales@inlandandcoastal.com
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Putting the planet first
Vision, innovation, and environmental awareness and accountability, are
ingrained in the Poralu Marine philosophy. Now well into its third decade of
delivering turnkey marinas, the company continues to focus on developing
unique and stylish solutions that protect and preserve ecosystems while
offering yacht harbours long-lasting, good-looking products.

Building a brand
Say Poralu, think aluminium. The use of
metal has been at the core of the Poralu
Group since it was established back
in 1968, and when Poralu Marine was
set up 16 years later it launched into

production of a ground breaking marina
industry first; an aluminium pontoon
system that has become a world leader.
The company has built over 50,000
berths around the world and now
completes an average of 250 marina

Region: Americas
Project: Puerto Escondido, Mexico

SPONSORED FEATURE: Poralu Marine

Designed and built in complete harmony with its spectacular natural
surroundings, Puerto Escondido in the Gulf of California is a high-end
facility that integrates private pontoons and a marina to provide over 100
berths for boats up to 60m (197ft) in length. All design and manufacture
was undertaken in Poralu’s production site in Quebec, and the project was
conducted in partnership with Inland and Coastal Marina Systems (ICMS) as
the first joint venture for the two companies in the Americas.
In an impressive recycling move,
Poralu was able to re-use pontoons
it had installed on the site for the
Mexican government agency
FONATUR 15 years ago.
They had fully resisted
wear, tear and hurricanes
and the modular sections
fitted into the new units like
a set of building blocks.
The original anchor piles
were replaced with an
environmentally friendly
Seaflex anchoring system.
The marina owners
also selected premium
pontoons with Ecoteck
wood composite decking
for residential pontoons,
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and Nautic pontoons with Ecostyle
polypropylene decking where
additional pontoons were needed in
the marina.

Photo: Dominique de Mouy

SPONSORED FEATURE

Port Camargue, a 5,000+ berth
facility in France, has been a
Poralu customer for 20 years.
projects per year, manufacturing around
40,000m (131,234ft) of pontoons.
Based in Port, eastern France, where
it has its European production facilities,
Poralu Marine was swift to gain market
share on home ground and then to
look for export opportunities. In 2000
it set up Poralu Marine Australia and
in 2002 Poralu Marine Canada. It now
has a well established production unit
in Quebec that serves the American
region. The company further supports
offices in Germany, the UK, China
(Hong Kong), the UAE, Spain and Italy,
has a network of agents in all main
markets, and is currently building a third
manufacturing facility in Iran with a view
to better serving the Middle East region.
Over the years, Poralu has completed
over 8,000 marina projects. Highlights
include Port Camargue, France, an
expansive 5,000+ berth facility that has
worked with Poralu for 20 years; Royal
Perth Yacht Club, Australia; Haleh, Iran;
Montreal Marina, Canada; Brooklyn
Marina, USA; and Shimei Bay, Hainan,
China.

Expanding portfolios
In order to stay at the forefront of sharp
thinking and maintain control of design
and manufacturing processes, Poralu
Marine has launched or acquired a
series of specialist companies: Rotax,
for rotary mouldings – especially for
floats; Nautiscaphe, for environmentally
sound anchoring systems; All Nautica,
for online sales of nautical products
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SPONSORED FEATURE
and accessories; Poralu Bridge,
for pedestrian solutions; and, most
recently, EDDS Design (an industrial
design specialist), for helping to shape
products now and in the future – stylish
cleats, floating platforms etc.
And, fitting together, like the
sections of a Poralu modular pontoon
system, also means fitting in with the
environment.

Caring for nature
Poralu Marine focused on protecting
the environment from day one; it has
been a journey, not an epiphany. Its
trademark pontoon system has a 100%
recyclable aluminium frame that has low
environmental impact. Decking options
include the popular polypropylene tile
product, Ecostyle, that lets light through
to protect marine flora and fauna,
hardwood from sustainable sources, and
Ecoteck wood composite.
Poralu has designed the Ellipse, a
patented screw anchoring system that
prevents underwater chains dragging
across the seabed; it manufactures
and distributes the Seabin automated
rubbish bin that catches floating
rubbish, oil, fuel and detergents; and
it supports start-ups with eco-friendly
projects for ocean conservation,
investing €150,000 this year in its
production site to aid mentoring,
resources and technology.
The Poralu Marine message is
clear. We have a duty to manage

Region: Europe & Middle East
Project: St Katharine Docks, London, UK
St Katharine Docks (SKD) marina in central London is the capital city’s
most prestigious yachting facility. Occupying waterspace used in the 1800s
for vessels plying commercial products to and from its surrounding, and
now restored and repurposed, warehouses, the marina was completely
refurbished in 2017.
Inland and Coastal Marina Systems
the pontoons. Poralu’s environmental
(ICMS) led the project on behalf
division CEI installed a network of 32
of operator Camper & Nicholsons
waste water suction points to serve
Marinas and Poralu Marine spent
both houseboats and yachts. SKD
nine months working at the site as its
was the first port to adopt such a
pontoons were installed in a dozen
system, with a view to achieving zero
successive phases so as to cause
discharge into marina waters.
minimum disturbance
to boat occupants and
residents.
In addition to
providing an innovative
design of curved
floating pontoons,
Poralu was responsible
for installing a variety
of environmental
protection measures
including timber duck
nesting boxes, and fish
spawning brushes under
our natural resources, contribute to
the battle of climate change, and
preserve biodiversity. Poralu extends
the same caretaker approach to its
120-strong workforce; their welfare and
job satisfaction are paramount. And

it views all from a global perspective,
with 80% of its €26 million 2016/17
turnover coming from export. It’s a tidy
philosophy: people, planet, profit.
To find out more about Poralu Marine
go to www.poralu.com

Region: Asia Pacific
Project: Ocean Marina Yacht Club, Pattaya, Thailand

SPONSORED FEATURE: Poralu Marine

Award-winning Ocean Marina Yacht Club was the first marina to be built in the Gulf of Thailand and has been developed
and redeveloped over the years to become one of the best full-service facilities in the country. Poralu Marine has
been involved since 2012 in the refurbishment and extension of the berthing infrastructure. With 430 berths built to
international quality standards, Ocean Marina Yacht Club is the biggest marina in South East Asia.
In addition to replacing pontoons and adding
extra piers, Poralu has installed a customised fuel
pontoon system, designed to capture any spills or
leaks. As part of the design, the fuel station was
moved from a fixed concrete jetty to a floating
pontoon and a fuel management system was
incorporated.
Poralu is currently upgrading the facility with the
replacement and extension of eight different piers
to accommodate small to medium size vessel and
superyachts up to 65m (215 ft). The practicality
of the Poralu aluminium pontoon system has
enabled installers to re-use some pontoon
sections supplied in previous phases as part of
redesigned berthing arrangements.
This replacement and extension phase should
be finalised by September 2018.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
up of two interconnecting ball valves: a
female valve attached to the hose and a
male valve mounted to the dock. These
valves can only be disconnected when
they are completely closed, trapping
any liquid in the hose or hydrant.
To reduce the amount of hose on the
docks, Newport Shipyard ordered two
100ft (30m) pump-out hose assemblies
that could be connected to any of
the 21 dry disconnect hydrants. With
a 100ft (30m) hose connected to a
hydrant, the dock attendant can go
directly to a boat and empty its holding
tank. Each pump-out system contains
a radio remote control that allows the
operator to turn the pump on and off
remotely.

Streamlining pump-out at

Newport Shipyard

Marinas are constantly trying to improve their pumping systems to make it
easier to empty black and grey water holding tanks. In Rhode Island, USA,
Newport Shipyard recently upgraded two sections of its docks by installing an
Edson in-slip pump-out system. Each is outfitted with Edson’s Platinum series
peristaltic pump, a radio on/off remote control and an integral flow meter.
Before the installation, a pump-out
boat or cart was sent to the slips but
the size of the holding tanks for yachts
docked at the marina ranges from
20 to 800 gallons (91 to 3,637 litres).
With limited tank capacity in pumpout boats and carts, the marina staff
were required to make multiple trips
to successfully complete the job. The
other pump-out method available
was at a fixed pump-out station;
which meant inconveniencing
boaters and crew by making them
leave their slips. To address the
issues, Edson designed two inslip pump-out systems with dry
disconnect hydrants that eliminate
the pump-out boat, cart and the
single fixed pump-out station.

hydrants throughout the marina. One
system utilises 13 hydrants and the
other utilises nine. The dry disconnect
hydrants allow the pump-out hose
assembly to be moved to numerous
locations throughout the marina,
without odour, drips or stains. They also
ensure that unused valves are closed.
The dry disconnect hydrant is made

To ensure the marina is only charged
for exact usage by the city, each pump
is outfitted with an integral flow meter.
This displays overall volume, batch
volume and flow rate.
Marinas can also implement internetbased tracking and monitoring for both
fixed stations and mobile pump-out
equipment. The Edson solution can
monitor, generate reports and send
alerts for many different operations.
‘Pump On/Off,’ ‘Gallons Pumped,’ ‘Real
Time Location’ (GPS), ‘Low Voltage,’
‘Service Pump,’ ‘Power Outage,’ and
more are all available. The system can
monitor mobile units and ‘In State/
Out of State’ use, ‘Bilge Alert,’ ‘Holding
Tank Full,’ ‘Ignition On’ (boat motor),
and even implement ‘Geofence’ alerts.’
Alerts can be sent to multiple email
addresses and phone numbers via text
message. Further customisation of
monitoring and reports is also available.
E: pumps@edsonintl.com

Both pump-out systems run
high-density polyethylene pipe
(HDPE DR11) with dry disconnect
Above: One of 21 dry disconnect
hydrants installed at Newport Shipyard.
Each comprises two interconnecting
ball valves; a female valve attached
to the hose and a male valve mounted
to the dock. Right: A Platinum series
peristaltic pump for the in-slip pumpout system.
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PONTOON/DOCK SYSTEMS & DECKING

Proven ‘timber look’
decking rolls out for export
Irish company Inland and Coastal Marina Systems (ICMS) has been well known
for continuous product development since it first started out in business in
2002. Increasing demands of the marine industry and changing demographics
have also spurred new thinking and the addition of extra products to its
already expansive portfolio.
One ICMS product, GRC (Timber
Effect) decking, extensively used and
tested on the company’s home market,
is now being rolled out for export. The
product attracted a significant amount
of interest on the ICMS stand at
Metstrade, Amsterdam last November.
GRC is a glass fibre reinforced
concrete decking product that has all
the characteristics of concrete but the
aesthetic appearance and appeal of
wood. It was developed in response
to market feedback that industry and
consumers want the ‘look’ of wood but
not the ‘rough’ texture. The product
has been in use for the last 15 years
in Ireland but only recently used in
UK projects, e.g. Portland and Lilford,
and more recently at the redeveloped
marinas in St Helier, Jersey.

Irish operators have been swift to
sing the product’s praises. “We have
been using GRC decking on ICMS
pontoons since 2002,” says Michael
Burke of Albert Lough Marina. “We
find the added stability in the water
is very noticeable compared to other
forms of decking. The maintenance is
negligible and one power-wash after
approximately ten years brought the
decking up as new. We would highly
recommend GRC for any other marina
operator.”
Bernard Gallagher, managing director
at Greystones Harbour Marina, installed
GRC decking in the 200-berth marina in
Greystones, County Wicklow, in 2012.
He also “strongly recommends” it. “The
decking still looks as new as day one
and is completely unscathed despite

GRC decking recently installed in
St Helier, Jersey.

some extreme weather conditions since
completion,” he comments. “There is no
slippage of any type to report and the
added weight of the concrete decking
means our marina has excellent
stability properties.”
GRC has an A1 (non-combustible)
reaction to fire classification, which is
vital in the marina environment and
compares favourably to traditional
timber structures. It has excellent antislip properties, especially after rain or
when becoming wet, and is heavier
than many other decking options thus
providing a more stable pontoon. And,
says ICMS, all boat users comment on
this when walking on the pontoon.
As GRC is built in Ireland, it is a
much more cost effective purchase
for European marinas than decking
material coming from Asia or
elsewhere, and, as it is an ICMS
design, flexibility and customisation are
in the mix. Currently, there are three
options on finish: plain, stipple or timber
effect. This gives the client alternatives
when choosing an aesthetic for the
marina and most colours are possible
too.

The Most Sophisticated & Comprehensive
Marina & Boatyard Management System Available.
Pacsoft’s fully-featured integrated software solutions can automate nearly
all functions, simplify business life, streamline operations, improve control
and accounting, but most importantly increase business intelligence.
LEARN MORE AT www.pacsoftmms.com

Marina, Boatyard & Shipyard
Management Software Solutions

United Kingdom/Europe
Richard Dowland
+44 (0) 845 518 6272
mms.oceanroad.info
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PONTOON/DOCK SYSTEMS & DECKING
Built in the 1960s, Hartford Marina
is now undergoing a phased
refurbishment to better accommodate
the range of boats, narrowboats and
Dutch barges moored up in its easily
accessed marina basin.

be removed in stages as Piers C,
B and A are added.

Hartford completes
first phase of boat
mooring renewal
programme
Tingdene Marinas is completely renewing the pontoon system at Hartford
Marina on the River Great Ouse in Wyton, Cambridgeshire, UK. The £1.2 million
infrastructure programme is additional to the ongoing improvements that the
company has been making to Hartford’s extensive facilities since it acquired
the marina two years ago.
Phase one of the boat mooring
renewal programme has seen the
opening of Pier D, a 148m (485ft)
stretch of pontoon designed for up to
50 motorboats including the largest
narrowboats, wide beams, and Dutch
barges up to 21m (70ft). Tingdene is
planning each subsequent phase of the
pontoon rebuild to perfectly match berth
holder requirements.
Tingdene operations director,
Steve Arber, said: “Our programme
encompasses a complete renewal of
the boat mooring system at Hartford.
We have utilised state of the art
pontoons supplied by Walcon Marine,
installed by local company Irvins and
equipped with smart metered electrical
supplies by Rolec. This has been a
great partnership - we’re very pleased
with the service and quality of the

completed Pier D and know from early
comments that our customers here
are similarly impressed. We’ll now
turn our attention to further phases of
the project, which will provide the first
opportunity since the marina was built
in the 1960s to tailor it precisely to the
needs of berth holders and visitors
today.”
Pier D is connected to a new Walcon
160m (523ft) rear walkway and has
22 widely spaced finger pontoons and
58m (190ft) of continuous alongside
berthing. Three further piers (C to A)
with fingers that gradually reduce in
length and spacing, will be added along
the length of this walkway in line with
demand. The layout was designed
jointly by Tingdene and Walcon to
enable phase one to be built around the
existing marina. The old pontoons will
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Walcon used its System 2000
aluminium pontoons for the
project and provided technical
assistance where required. Walcon
and Tingdene have an ongoing
relationship. Walcon pontoons
have been installed in recent years
at Tingdene’s marinas at Royal
Windsor Racecourse (Berkshire)
and Pyrford (Surrey). Tingdene’s
Thames & Kennet Marina, also
in Berkshire, has Walcon pontoons
installed by a previous owner.
In addition to renewing Hartford’s
pontoons, Tingdene has other plans.
“In parallel with this development,
we’re doubling our staff team in the
Tingdene Boat Sales office so that we
can reinforce the work we do with preowned boats and commence selling
new boats onto the Great Ouse again,
reinvigorating activity on this hidden
gem of a river,” Arber explained.
“We’re also looking at a renewal
of the toilets and showers, to add to
improvements already made to the
houseboat pontoons, the building and
other facilities at the marina,” he added.
The marina, which can be accessed
from the coast via The Wash, or from
the canal network via the River Nene
and Middle Levels, offers a full range
of services including a workshop,
chandlery, fuel and gas, and pump-out.
Berth holders and visitors enjoy their
boats in an extremely attractive country
setting yet have all required facilities to
hand and can reach the marina by car
very easily.
“Hartford Marina has an excellent
reputation as a friendly place to visit
and keep your boat, thanks to our
highly experienced staff and wide
range of facilities,” Arber said. “With
this busy programme of improvements,
we’re also confident it will become one
of the notable destination marinas on
the UK inland network. We expect a
busy 2018 paying close attention to the
requirements of our loyal berth holders
as well as welcoming other boat owners
to enjoy what is here.”
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LIFTING EQUIPMENT INTEGRAL MANUFACTURER
FOR MARINAS AND SHIPYARDS
During 2017 GH Cranes & Components has installed several
boat hoists in different parts of the world, continuing with
its worldwide expansion strategy and keeping its strong
position in Spain.
Out of our 4 last installations, 3 of the units include Electronic
Steering system which allows our clients to work more efficiently
by using 4 different steering modes controlled by PLC:
2WD: 2 front wheels steering
90° + 2WD: Lateral displacement + 2 right wheels steering
45° Crab: Both diagonals running
Polar: 360° Turning
The last one, commissioned in Jan 2018, is equipped with
Polar Mechanical steering system which is appropriate for
the configuration of this specific marina in Mallorca.

Bº Salbatore s/n 20200 Beasain, Gipuzkoa (SPAIN) / T: +34 943 569 176 / marine�ghcranes.com / www.ghcranes.com
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The L-shaped floating pier in Donsö near
Gothenburg is installed in a water depth
of 17m (56ft). As can be seen below, it is
used to moor large commercial vessels
but a similar system could be adopted for
megayacht berths.
that it would be very difficult and
costly to build a 10m [33ft] high pier
at this location. There is a significant
difference between a floating pontoon
and a permanent pier as far as
the impact on the environment is
concerned,” says SF Marina CEO
Michael Sigvardsson. Floating pontoons
of this size gain a protective breakwater
effect, and spaces are created
beneath the pontoons that provide the
conditions for small fish and plants to
thrive.

Size no obstacle for
floating concrete pier
system
In a market where yachts are getting longer, wider and heavier, and
superyachts are ever becoming super-sized, heavy-duty floating pontoon and
breakwater technology helps to shape future-proof marinas.
SF Marina, the long established
leading designer and manufacturer
of concrete pontoons, floating
breakwaters and bespoke marinas,
uses its experience to continuously
push the boundaries of floating
technology. One recent
project example, Donsö
deep water harbour near
Gothenburg, Sweden, draws
on the expertise that SF
has acquired in the marina
sector to create a system
for commercial use. In turn,
however, the installation
reveals the possibilities for
floating megayacht pontoon
systems in the leisure
harbour environment.

pontoon system is installed in a water
depth of 17m (56ft), which means it
can safely accommodate vessels with a
draught of 10 to 12m (33 to 39ft).
Opting for a floating pier had
significant advantages. “It is not just

The Donsö system is
designed for fishing and
commercial fleets and
utilises some of the largest
pontoons on the market. The
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The main pontoons measure 100 x
10m (328 x 33ft) and the ‘gangplank’
pontoon is 25m (82ft) in length. This
provides 100m (328ft) of pier on the
outside, 95m (312ft) on the inside and
35 and 10m (115 and 33ft) respectively
on the sidewalls; a total of 230m (754ft).
Each 25 x 10m (82 x 33ft) pontoon
section is 1.8m (6ft) high and weighs
almost 200 tonnes, meaning that the
main pontoons weigh a combined total
of almost 800 tonnes.
“The whole of this is anchored using
an anchor weighing a total of 360
tonnes and 800m [2,625ft] of 50mm
[2in] diameter cable. This means that
you need to be very precise, both
when doing the calculations and when
performing the installation,” explains SF
Marina project manager Stig Jansson.
Everything was manufactured at
Wallhamn, Tjörn, at SF Marina’s
production plant, and then transported
in several batches to the Gothenburg
archipelago.
Donsö’s new harbour
opened in May and has
already found four regular
customers, all fishing vessels
with home ports in Denmark.
Additional infrastructure
such as supplies and fuel
will significantly boost the
financial success of the
venture, and the 130m (426ft)
pontoon is just the beginning.
The vision includes two
further pontoons of similar
size to create 600m (1,968ft)
of berthing (at both sides
of each pier). Significantly
larger vessels could then be
accepted.
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PONTOON/DOCK SYSTEMS & DECKING
Bubblers around marina docks at The
Wharf in Washington, DC, keep the water
from freezing.
It helps to manufacture the floats with
concrete specifically designed to last
in cold climates. Thick-walled concrete
docks add toughness.
Moving ice generates enough
force to damage the strongest docks
and may require a debris deflector.
In locations where water can freeze
solid or with moving ice, consider
a removable timber or metal frame
system. These are designed to be easy
to remove in winter, store, and reinstall
in spring.

Advice from ‘old hands’
Bellingham Marine built its first concrete floating dock marina in 1958 at
Shilshole Bay in Seattle, Washington, USA. This year marks six decades since
that historic project and offers a good opportunity to ask team members, and
engineers and consultants who work with the company, for some words of
wisdom.

John Spragg, general
manager Bellingham
Marine Australia, speaks on
extending your docks:
Docks are easy to extend if you plan
ahead, especially if the modules are
connected by timber walers. Think of
them as Lego blocks. New piles can be
added, and moving piles is not as bad
as you might think. Utilities are easily
extended from junction boxes in existing
floats and carried through existing
utility runs. Be sure the raceways in
new pontoons are large enough to
accommodate additional wire for future
dock extensions. Cleats on timber
walers are easy to move. All in all, it is
not a daunting job to extend docks with
a bit of planning and foresight.
Jack Cox, coastal engineer
SmithGroupJJR, discusses
mitigating waves from boat
traffic:
If you have a problem with constant
boat traffic disturbing your marina, here
are some options roughly in order of
increasing complexity and cost:
(A) Request that a no wake zone
be enforced in front of your marina
or seek to get the navigation channel
shifted further away. (B) Add a floating
wave attenuator for protection. If you
already have one consider making

some upgrades. (C) Realign an existing
breakwater to intercept the waves
more efficiently. (D) It may be possible
to relocate the marina entrance. (E)
Reorient all the dockage, so the boats
are pointed into the direction of the
incoming wave.
Everett Babbitt, president
Bellingham Marine, with
thoughts on building for high
density:
Taking advantage of unique basin
shapes and other features to maximise
density is often simply a matter of
experience. Rules of thumb include
double berths over single berths,
minimising fairway widths and locating
boats of certain sizes in certain areas.
The issue is not just density. Choose
slips in the correct sizes and numbers
that best meet demand. You are better
positioned to maximise revenue and
succeed in your market if the project
has a proper market study and your
designer selects the right slip mix.
Ed Heaton, general
manager Bellingham Marine,
on building and operating in
freezing temperatures:
Bubblers placed around docks and
pile can keep the water from freezing in
both saltwater and freshwater locations.
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Alaskan marina operators know
how to remove snow and ice without
damaging the dock surface with snow
blowers and sweepers. They use sand
or pea gravel for traction. Avoid rock
salt and other de-icing agents that can
cause long-term damage.
Bruce Birtwistle, general
manager Bellingham Marine,
on building in tropical, highsalinity environments:
Tropical and high-salinity
environments accelerate the rate of
corrosion. Concrete, timber and FRP
composite materials are corrosion
resistant and good options. Bellingham
Marine is moving toward a completely
ferrous-free concrete pontoon and
has introduced several new materials
for extra-long-life in aggressive
environments. FRP through-rods are
currently standard. Corrosion-free
brackets, basalt mesh and glass fibre
reinforcing are next to come.
Bryce Fisher, manager
of project development
Bellingham Marine,
discusses what to do when
your marina has reached the end of its
useful life and cost is an issue:
There are a number of ways to
rebuild and save money. Hybrids
of dock types are becoming more
common. Heavy-duty docks can be
placed in exposed areas; lighter-weight
systems in the interior and for fingers.
You can phase the rebuild over several
years in sequence with financing. If you
keep the same footprint, existing piles
can be reused; electrical equipment as
well in some cases.
There is a misconception that
concrete docks are more expensive
than framed systems but look at the
whole picture. Framed docks often
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Eric Noegel, manager
of project development
Bellingham Marine, on
grounding out:
Docks that ground out are subject to
unique forces that timber docks handle
exceptionally well. They have a lower
draft and the ability to bend and flex
without fatigue. Metal-framed systems
or concrete pontoons may be a viable
option as well. Some owners have
had great success with concrete floats
at launch ramps. With legs, rubber
buffers, or sleeper boards placed on
the underside of the pontoon, the float
grounds out without a problem.
Craig Funston, vicepresident of engineering
Bellingham Marine, on
dealing with debris on rivers:
require more pile and that’s expensive.
When you consider all factors such as
anchoring, utilities and installation your
best option will rise to the top.

The unique paddle craft dock at Burton
Chace Park, Marina del Rey, California fits
perfectly into an open area on the existing
dock and attaches via ropes and cleats.

Eric Noegel, manager
of project development
Bellingham Marine,
describes launch docks for
human-powered craft:

One option is to install concrete floats
for main walks and narrow timberframed fingers that reduce over-water
coverage and meet requirements. The
fingers gain stability and longevity when
connected to concrete main walks.
Concrete docks with FRP walers and
metal-frame systems satisfy bans on
the use of treated wood.

Human-powered craft is a huge
growing market. Access to the water
should be easy and safe. Place the
launch dock in an area with limited
cross traffic but near convenient parking
and storage. Docks should be stable
and as low to the water as possible
where the craft are launched.
Concrete docks are a great choice
for this application. Their tremendous
live-load capacity and stability allows
them to get low to the water without
jeopardizing safety. Adding marine
grade carpet or hardwood decking
improves long-term wear and tear,
prevents scuffing of boat bottoms and is
friendlier to sit on.
In a new marina you can build a
launch dock into a walkway. For existing
marinas adding a special-purpose
launch dock is an easy option. The
dock can be attached by a physical
connection or tied off to several cleats.
Jim Engen, manager
of project development
Bellingham Marine, talks
about grating requirements
and bans on treated wood:
Our concrete and framed systems
can incorporate grating to meet the
50% light penetration requirement.
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Randy Mason, principal
engineer Anchor QEA,
shares his experience on
building marinas for mixeduse:
Separate the marina into zones.
Take into account access, water depth,
fuelling, domestic waste handling,
power, prevailing wind directions and
waterside and landside approaches.
Superyachts want exclusive real estate
away from public docks and charter
vessels. They also need delivery
access. Public docks need adjacent
vehicle parking. Charter vessels don’t
usually care what is adjacent to them,
but they are noisy. They require a
staging area for arriving passengers
and need a lot of parking. Keep them
separated from other zones.
The idea is to create an optimal user
experience in each zone. Stay flexible.
Even the most experienced designers
find themselves with unintended
consequences. Adopt operational plans
that can be adjusted as tenants fill all
the spaces.

There are many site-specific debrisdeflection options. First, study the flow
of the river to determine how much
and what type of debris the site will
see. Concrete floating docks can be
cast with tapered bottoms designed to
pass debris under the float to prevent
it from accumulating against the docks.
Sacrificial timber panels can be attached
to the dock. You can even go as far as to
armour the floats with steel panels.
Determine the risk debris or ice
presents relative to the expense of
armouring the floats. Concrete docks
can be manufactured with thicker walls
and increased reinforcing, but keep
in mind there are limits imposed by
flotation requirements of the overall
system. Damage-tolerant panels that
can be replaced at moderate expense
may be a sensible option.
Steve Ryder, manager
of project development
Bellingham Marine, tells us
how to extend the height of
existing pile.
The most common solution for
timber pile is replacement. However,
some have had success extending the
timber pile by sleeving it with PE pipe
and plugging the top with concrete
grouting. Concrete pile can be extended
by attaching an additional concrete
segment but this option is generally
expensive. A cheaper option may be a
steel addition. For steel pile the solution
is more straightforward. New sections
can simply be welded on to the existing
pile. Adding height changes the lateral
loading, so the pile may have to be
driven further down to accommodate
increased loads generated by taller pile.
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PONTOON/DOCK SYSTEMS & DECKING
weather turns, the seas can be rough.
Marinetek realised the specifications of
the original docks could be improved.
“We upgraded the 14in [35cm]
pre-stressed piles to 18in [46cm],”
Marinetek NA general manager and
sales engineer Bob Berry explains. “We
also raised the pile height by 3 feet [1m]
to allow for extreme surge and wave
action. Hurricane Matthew brought
9ft [3m] of surge to the region. The
marina is now designed for a Category
1 hurricane with waves up to 4ft [1.2m]
high.”

Storm-proofing
Skull Creek Marina

Having completed a phase one rebuild of Skull Creek Marina, Hilton Head
Island, South Carolina, Marinetek North America (NA) now has a second phase
side-tie dock extension for large yachts and transients at permitting stage. But
before the marina confirmed stage two, Marinetek’s expertise was required as
a matter of urgency.
When Leon Moore, a seasoned
buyer, manager and operator of US
marinas, purchased Skull Creek
Marina on 15th September 2016, it
had sustained serious storm damage
and was generally in a poor condition.
Twenty-two days later, the marina was
two docks and a fuel dock down as
Hurricane Matthew hurtled through.
Moore urgently needed strong, durable
replacement docks.

Savannah, Georgia, to clear the
site and install new docks and piles.
Marinetek’s Heavy Duty series floating
concrete pontoons were selected and
used throughout to create 7ft (2m) wide
main piers and 5ft (1.5m) wide finger
piers. The fuel dock was upgraded to
become a 12ft (3.6m) wide floating
attenuator to help protect the marina
from wave action and was fitted with
stainless steel internal pile guides.

Marinetek NA contracted The
Industrial Company (TIC) from

Hilton Head is a very popular
vacation spot with pristine beaches and
a welcoming atmosphere but when the

The rebuild also included new
pedestals, electrical wiring, water
pipes, fire suppression, fuel pipes and
dispensing equipment. The transformed
fuel dock now offers gasoline and
high-speed diesel and, according to
Moore, looks better. “A nice feature the
Marinetek docks provide is that all the
utilities are hidden inside the dock –
nothing is exposed or hanging under
the fenders,” he reports.
The project was completed in mid
2017 and the marina is now fully open
and ready for tenants and visiting boats.
Amenities include pump-out, courtesy
golf carts and a courtesy car, and a
community swimming pool, golf and
dining privileges at the adjacent country
club. The marina also hosts a 24-vessel
Freedom Boat Club fleet.
“Since the marina has been rebuilt,
we have been very busy,” Moore says.
“The weather has been warming nicely
this spring and the boaters are showing
up! Hilton Head Island is a beautiful
place and now boaters have a safe and
modern marina from which to explore
it. The Marinetek docks are absolutely
beautiful and robust. I couldn’t be more
pleased,” he adds.

Docks severely damaged by
Hurricane Matthew (below)
were replaced by Marinetek (right).
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Ultra Deck in ‘teak’ on a
Middle East boardwalk.
products playing a pivotal
role in a range of high profile
projects in the Middle East,
UK and Europe.

More ‘green’ rules
fuel greater choice of
decking products
With the first half of 2018 now behind us, it’s clear that there is no end in
sight to the growing list of international regulatory requirements and strict
standards for green development affecting the marine industry. On World
Oceans day last month, the UK Government announced plans to designate
an area of Britain’s coastline nearly eight times the size of Greater London
as protected under the expansion of the “Blue Belt” scheme which aims to
safeguard our oceans from avoidable plastic waste - and there are indications
that many of Britain’s fellow G7 nations have plans to follow suit.
With ambitious new waterfront
developments in the pipeline in places
such as Dubai, Latin America and the
Caribbean, the industry as we know it
is transforming at an unprecedented
pace. Whilst those who work in the
maritime sector will no doubt welcome
any chance to protect our marine
environments from further damage,
when it comes to encouraging new
build and refurbishment marinas, docks,
and other waterside projects, how can
marine businesses ensure that they
find the balance between maximum
profitability and going green?
Stuart Burns, managing director at
Dura Composites - a leading supplier of

“With new marina, harbour
and waterfront developments
often restricted due to
geographical limitations and
environmental and planning
rules, the demand from
our customers for flexible
decking products has never
been greater,” says Burns.
“The tropical hardwoods and
preservative treated timbers
which were widely in use
20 years ago are no longer
seen as the most viable option due to
their expense and high maintenance
requirements. These days, we’re seeing
marina construction companies and
developers opt for more sustainable
and innovative solutions which tick a
wider range of boxes and can adapt to
the needs of changing climates.”
The past few years have seen
composite products revolutionise the
marine industry as the advantages
of GRP and composite timber (also
sometimes known as WPC) materials
have become clear to both end clients
and contractors.
Dura’s market-leading Dura Grating
and Ultra Deck are suitable for new
build projects, (or as a replacement
for degraded timber decking where

composite marina and pontoon decking
- believes that now is the right time for
developers to seize the opportunity to
find smarter ways to reduce their costs
whilst promoting sustainability.
The company has more than 22
years’ experience in the marine
industry and has seen its business
operations continue to flourish despite
the increased challenges of the sector
– winning a prestigious Queen’s Award
for Enterprise in 2017. The award has
proved to be a springboard for further
Natural
success both at home and
overseasWide Choice
Look
of Colours
– with Dura Composites’ GRP (glass
reinforced plastic) and composite
timber marina and pontoon decking

Ultra Deck in ‘charcoal’
at Ocean Village, UK

NATURAL
WOOD
23mm Pontoon
Rebate

Needs
Maintaining

NATURAL
WOOD
Natural
Look
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Above: GRP Mini Mesh in ‘sand’ at a
marina in France. Right: Dura Grating
standard mesh installed at
Harwich Port, UK.

safe anti-slip qualities are required),
thanks to their innate ability to
withstand the harsh side effects of
marine conditions, and the option of
co-extruded composite decking adds
yet more choice to the marketplace.
But with such an array of materials on
offer, what are the key pointers? Stuart
Burns (SB) comments on three key
considerations:

decking) and scandals surrounding
yachts for the luxury market built
with illegitimate teak from Myanmar
have made headlines this year, and
have understandably made many
deck builders wary of using tropical
hardwoods for their projects. Complete
1. Location and climate
transparency needn’t be a problem
SB: The impact of the prevailing climate
however if you opt for a composite.
should not be underestimated. When
Composite decking is a hybrid product
installed in a rainy climate, hardwood
that’s made from a mixture of hardwood
decks are subject to water absorption
waste and recycled plastic. Many of
and can become slippery and prone
Natural
Choice
the leading brands such
as Dura’s Wide
to mould and mildew, so may not be
Look
of Colours
Ultra Deck are made from materials
the wisest choice in areas of heavy
that would otherwise have ended up
foot traffic or where access for regular
in a landfill. The result is a weather
maintenance will be a problem. In the
and stain-resistant deck board that
Middle East, summer temperatures
won’t splinter, warp, rot or split, (unlike
can reach a blistering 50°C – so it’s
traditionalNATURAL
wood which can succumb
critical to choose a product such as
WOOD
to all these
problems). At Dura
a composite timber decking with both
Composites, we were Maximum
the world’s first
excellent
UV stability
and 23mm
the Pontoon
ability
Maximum
Natural
Wide Choice
Needs
Durability
Look
of Colours
Rebate
composite timber supplier
to achieveSpans
to withstand
the
high levels of
salinity Maintaining
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
found in the Arabian Gulf. If you need
Chain of Custody certification in 2011,
a heavy duty anti-slip product which
as part of our commitment to lead the
can span greater distances, then GRP
industry in sustainable practice – so our
in standard mesh, mini mesh or micro
composite decking boards are just as
mesh finishes may be a better option,
GRP project as they are for the
good for your
and if fire resistance and durability are
future of the environment.
critical, then a PVC deck might be your
Maximum
Maximum
Standard Mini
Colour Stable &
No Need to
Natural
best
bet.
Durability
Spans
& Micro Mesh
Anti-Slip
Wood Look
3. Lifecycle costPaint or Stain

2. Environmental credentials

SB: Illegal logging of the ipe tree (which
is often used for traditional hardwood

SB: It’s not just the initial outlay costs
that you should consider when deciding
on your decking material. It’s important

to consider the whole lifecycle of the
material and all its associated costs,
including installation, how long it will
last and what kind of maintenance
(if any) it will require to keep it
functioning and looking its best. GRP
decking products offer considerably
lower life cycle costs due to their low
maintenance, corrosion-resistant
and impact-resistant characteristics
compared with traditional materials,
and market leading products such as
Dura Grating come with a reassuring
25 year warranty.

What’s new?
Good news: innovation doesn’t have to
cost the earth.
SB: If it’s the wood look you really
want, then composite decking has
come a long way in the past few years,
with today’s composites reflecting the
beauty of natural and exotic hardwoods.
NATURAL
When keeping labour costs down
WOODis a
key priority, there are some innovative
23mm Pontoon
Needs
products
out there
that can help. Ultra
Rebate
Maintaining
Deck type 295 from Dura Composites
(which has recently been installed in
Charcoal colour at the Ocean Village
development) is a double width board
with the appearance of single boards
which can halve installation times
GRPand
enhances long term performance. It
is Standard
available
withColour
matching
composite
Mini
Stable &
& Micro Mesh
Anti-Slip
timber
fenders which
have a rebated
edge and can be used with or without
LED lights and duct covers. And also
brand new for 2018 is Ultra Deck Resist
- a co-extruded composite deck board
with a 360°outer armour. This is used
COMPOSITE
to protect the core of the deckDECKING
from
the elements allowing it be virtually
Enviro-Friendly
up to
colour
fade free Spans
and
& Anti-Slip
600mmfire resistant to BS
EN 13501 Class B, making it a game
changer in the marine market.
E: enquiries@duracomposites.com
CO-EXTRUDED
COMPOSITE
DECKING

COMPOSITE
DECKING
No Need to
Paint or Stain

Natural
Wood Look

Enviro-Friendly
& Anti-Slip

Spans up to
600mm
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Walcon
buys
Docking
Solutions

Third phase under way
at Marina Trogir
Marinetek Adriatic (formerly Marinetek NCP) has signed a contract for a third
phase of pontoon and breakwater installation at Marina Trogir in central
Dalmatia, Croatia.
The project includes construction and
installation of eight breakwater sections
of type M3816BRS to create two floating
piers with a total length of 128m (420ft).
The new piers will be used to berth
50 charter vessels, with all necessary
facilities and services. Mediterraneanstyle mooring will be offered on both
sides of the pontoon piers, which are
moored using Seaflex.
Marinetek has enjoyed a close
relationship with Marina Trogir since it
installed the marina’s first six floating
piers in 2014. Five of these were
constructed using ‘Heavy Duty’ concrete

pontoon elements and can accommodate
133 vessels of up to 25m (82ft) in length.
The sixth pier, at the western side of the
marina, acts as a breakwater.
This contract was followed by a
phase two project in 2015 to extend the
breakwater pier and install a second
of similar type. An anchor system for
a further 30 larger vessels was also
installed.
The third phase enables the marina
to gain 5 Gold Anchor status and further
consolidate its appeal to owners of
yachts and superyachts who want to
explore the beautiful Adriatic coast.

Re-decking in
the Netherlands

Fiberstruct, which is part of the Syndus Group,
has become a leading provider of GRP grating to
many industries and supplies the marina sector with
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“We are very pleased that
Colin Bower and the Docking
Solutions product range have
joined Walcon Marine,” said James
Walters, managing director of
Walcon Marine. “The heavy-duty
pontoons designed and produced
by Docking Solutions extend our
product range and allow us to offer
more cost-effective solutions to
the commercial and governmental
sectors, as well as sturdy
alternatives for providers of leisure
berthing facilities with locations
that are exposed or in high-traffic
positions. We look forward to
introducing our client base to these
high quality, long-lasting products
as part of an enhanced Walcon
offering.”
Colin Bower, managing director
of Docking Solutions, added, “Over
the past 25 years we have sold
our pontoons to a wide range of
satisfied customers. Becoming part
of Walcon marks the start of a new
era for the brand and we anticipate
that Docking Solutions’ bridges
and pontoons will reach new
markets and become an even more
common sight in harbours around
the UK and abroad.”

In recent months GRP gratings specialist
Fiberstruct has installed over 2,100m² (22,604ft²)
of its Intergrate GRP ISO-FR decking material for
retrofit projects at four Dutch marinas: Yacht Club
Schiedam, WSV Giesbeek, Jachthaven Lunenburg
and WSV Sliedrecht.
The installed decking is 30mm thick with a mesh
size of 19 x 19mm (0.7 x 0.7in) and has a gritted
top surface. The product is available in any colour,
and grey, brown and sand yellow were selected by
clients for the recent projects.

Walcon Marine has acquired
Docking Solutions Ltd, the
Devon, UK, based supplier
of heavy-duty pontoons and
commercial-grade bridges. The
firm was purchased from its
parent company Baltic Wharf Ltd.

Yacht Club Schiedam re-decked
pontoons for around 75 berths
using Intergrate GRP grating.
products that are ABS/DNV
certified.
E: servicecenter@fiberstruct.com

Docking Solutions pontoons use
twin tubular steel floats braced by
welded cross tubes for exceptional
strength and durability, mounted
in a catamaran configuration.
They can be fabricated to almost
any length and size, and in highfreeboard configurations.
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Developing a new compound for decking boards
When Portuguese company Soprefa first
thought of using a composite material to replace
hardwood timber decking, it had three main
aims: to develop a product with high impact
resistance; that was durable over time (excellent
weather resistance); and that looked and felt as
near as possible to natural hardwood.
With these goals in mind, Soprefa quickly
concluded that it would have to develop its own
compound as there was nothing available on the
market that offered the required characteristics.
After several attempts, a formula was developed
that contains no wood (or wood derivatives)
whatsoever in its composition. As such, it is not a
WPC product but a highly resistant composite made
out of PVC and strong organic fibres. It has been
branded as ‘Twinwood’.
Soprefa tells Marina World that it has tested
numerous competitive products in-house and
none offers the same level of impact resistance as
Twinwood. With a 400mm gap between joists, the
company has even driven over it several times with
heavy duty vehicles - forklifts and weighty golf carts without breaking a single board.
Superior weathering quality was a crucial element
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Fixed platforms, handrails and gangways installed in Marina Campeche
(Mexico) and floating breakwater in Vilagarcía Harbour (Spain). Projects
designed and manufactured by Ronautica Marinas (www.ronautica.com).
of the design plan and, as a
result, Twinwood is claimed to
offer one of the highest OIT
(Oxidative Induction Time) values
on the market. This, combined
with special UV protection, makes
it a very durable product even in
the harshest conditions.

The composite can be worked
with standard wood tooling
and looks and feels like natural
hardwood, making it suitable for
use on pontoons, walkways and
even more detailed jobs such as
stairs, handrails, etc.
E: info@twinwood.info
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A 21m (68ft) yacht, fitted with Volvo Penta’s
pioneering self-docking system, manoeuvres
to its berth between two racing yachts. It
is guided by sensors on board and on the
dockside.

the function is also planned that opens
up the technology to thousands of boat
owners.

Volvo Penta unveils
pioneering
‘self-docking’ system
Power systems specialist Volvo Penta used the Gothenburg, Sweden
stopover of the Volvo Ocean race in June to demonstrate a new pioneering
self-docking system that could make berthing up at a marina pain-free. In
a live demonstration, a 68ft (21m) yacht fitted with the technology skilfully
manoeuvred into the tightest of spaces between two of the Volvo Ocean Race
65 racing yachts.
intended course into a safe berth. If
Part of Volvo Penta’s ongoing
necessary, the docking process can be
‘Easy Boating’ philosophy, the new
paused, and the system will hold the
technology is developed around
boat stationary in the water. Even in
the joystick-controlled Volvo Penta
changing sea conditions it can make
Performance System (IPS), a complete
the sea appear to stand still.”
and integrated propulsion system –
from the helm station, via the engine,
Automating the docking process
all the way to the propellers. Coupled
involves three distinct phases. Firstly,
with sensors and advanced navigation
as the boat nears its berth, the system
processing power, the system will
recognises that it has entered a ‘catch
ensure easy, safe docking regardless of
zone’ and sends out a signal to the
narrow berths, changing wind and sea
captain that it is ready to dock. Once
conditions or marina congestion.
the captain has activated the selfdocking function, the boat is then
“Docking is one of the most
(aided by GPS) automatically moved
challenging boat handling manoeuvres
into a ‘docking ready’ position. Once the
– getting it wrong can be embarrassing,
captain has initiated the final stage,
expensive and precarious,” says Volvo
the system uses a combination of
Penta president Björn Ingemanson.
GPS and sensors – fitted onboard
“Our IPS system has already taken
and also fitted to the destination
great strides in making docking easier,
dock – to automatically move the
and this new self-docking feature
boat into a safe berth.
takes that process one important
With sensors aboard and sensors
stage further. Its sensors and onboard
at the berth, it should be easy
computers react in milliseconds to
manoeuvring for any owner of one
changing wind and sea condition,
of the latest IPS equipped boats.
constantly making micro adjustment
But less fortunate boat owners need
in power and steering angle of the
not despair as a retrofit version of
IPS drive to keep the boat on its
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With prototypes undergoing
development trials and launch
scheduled for 2020, Volvo Penta
will initially be targeting individuals
with private docks. Longer term, it is
believed that the technology will be of
considerable interest to harbours and
marinas. An additional future scenario
is to integrate the system with Volvo
Penta’s Easy Connect app. This could
be used to check if the nearest marina
is equipped with the appropriate selfdocking technology or even perhaps
use it to secure a berth.
Safety is a primary factor and, as with
similar self-parking technology in the
automotive world, the docking system
is not designed to be fully autonomous.
The captain needs to remain at the
helm during the process ready to
intervene if necessary.
“We have long had the ambition to
make docking as easy as possible,”
says Johan Inden, chief technology
officer at Volvo Penta. “The first
step towards this was in 2006, with
the launch of our joystick docking
technology. This was followed by the
introduction of the Dynamic Positioning
System, which automatically maintains
a boat’s heading and position, even
during strong currents or windy
conditions – ideal when preparing for
docking. Now, we are taking the next
important step by enabling the boat
to dock itself. With our easy docking
concept, we aim to attract more people
to enjoy the boating experience.”
E: jennifer.humphrey@volvo.com
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A Fire and Rescue team perform
demonstrations of the Portsafe Reach and
Rescue pole in Bedfordshire, UK. The
product, stored in a lockable box, is now
available for members of the public to use
in emergencies.

Pilot project for water
rescue device
A new water rescue device could save more lives on Britain’s riverbanks after
being chosen for a special pilot project by the fire service.
The Portsafe rescue system will take
a prominent position along the banks of
the River Great Ouse in Bedfordshire
as part of a groundbreaking water
safety trial. The pole-based system can
reach someone in distress in the water
in as little as 20 seconds and is so easy
to use that members of the public will
be able to begin the rescue while the
emergency services are on the way.
The Portsafe Reach and Rescue
pole, already used by 70% of the UK’s
fire services, extends to 17m (56ft) and
comes with a range of attachments
for a host of rescue scenarios. It
is contained in a lockable box and
stands at the water’s edge similar to
the traditional lifebuoy. But, unlike the
lifebuoy, it is secure and tamper-proof.
Jo Taylor from Reach and Rescue
explains: “We work with many different
rescue organisations and our poles
are already widely used in lifeboats,
marinas and ports around the world.
Until now they have only been used by
rescue workers but they are so easy
to use and effective that they could
be accessed by the public, just like a
lifebuoy. However, by talking to fire and

rescue workers we have found that
there is a real problem with lifebuoys
being stolen or vandalised. So we have
created something much more secure.”
The lockable box will carry a number
for members of the public to call to
allow access to the Reach and Rescue
pole. The same call could also be used
to raise the alarm to the emergency
services.
“In a rescue situation every second
is vital,” Taylor said. “The real beauty
of the system’s rigid design is that you
can direct and control the rescue rather
than expecting someone who is in the
water, cold, confused and terrified to
swim towards a ring.”
The Reach and Rescue has a host of
different applications including animal
rescue and safety when working in high
places. It also has a camera attachment
to allow it to be used in search
operations in hard to reach places or
underwater.
Developed seven years ago, the
product has been continuously refined
and improved. It is now used in 33
countries by a variety of rescue agencies
and has been proven to save lives.
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Bedfordshire Fire and Rescue
Service will be the first brigade in the
UK to use the Portsafe system on the
banks of the Ouse close to Kempston
Fire Station. Safety Officer, David
Lynch, said: “Our key message is that
people should not put themselves in
danger by entering the water to attempt
a rescue. The Reach and Rescue poles
will allow people who see someone
in trouble in the water to help them
while keeping safe themselves. To get
the pole they’ll need to call the Fire
Service on 999 for a code to unlock it,
which means we’ll also be on our way
to assist. We are continually looking
for ways to keep people safe by the
water and the Reach and Rescue
pole will be a welcome piece of life
saving equipment to have alongside
Bedfordshire’s open water.”
E: info@reachandrescue.com

Brett Bolton
After 15 years
in the industry,
most recently
as CEO of
d’Albora
Marinas, Brett
Bolton has reestablished his
consultancy business Coriolis
Marine.
Bolton, who has directly managed
13 marinas in Queensland, New
South Wales and Victoria (Australia)
and in New Zealand, has acquired
a wealth of experience in business
operations, risk management,
head lease negotiations, project
approvals and management, design
and master planning, mergers and
acquisitions, and due diligence.
“As government approval red
tape and operating compliance
requirements continue to increase
for the industry, I can help
businesses navigate their way
through the processes, minimising
delays, costs and risk exposure,” he
says.
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YOUR NEXT AD COULD DIE
FROM POOR CIRCULATION.
The truth hurts. An advertisement that doesn’t reach its market hurts your budget.
As an advertiser, we believe you need accurate, up to date and independently
verified circulation figures for the publications in which you choose to advertise.
That’s precisely what an ABC Certificate of Circulation provides.
Visit: www.abc.org.uk
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Clean Marina and
Gold Anchor for
Wyndham Harbour
Bahadir Gökçetekin
Bahadir Gökçetekin has joined
Karpaz Gate Marina, North Cyprus,
as harbour master.
A qualified naval architect and marine
engineer with extensive experience
in boatyard work, technical repair
and refit servicing, he is fluent in
both his native Turkish and English. A
key aspect of his duties is to use his
shipyard management skills to continue
to establish the Karpaz Gate Marina
Boatyard as one of the leading facilities
in the eastern Mediterranean.
“I greatly admire the way in which
Karpaz Gate Marina has opened
up this beautiful area of the East
Mediterranean to sailors and has so
quickly become such a popular and
unique homeport and destination,”
he said. “I feel very proud to start
contributing to the continued growth
and enhancement of Karpaz Gate
Marina’s status as one of the
Mediterranean’s premium marinas.”

Jason
Stangland
PLA, LEED
AP
Jason Stangland
has been
appointed to head
up SmithGroupJJR’s Waterfront
Practice. He takes over the role from
Bill Brose, PE, who will continue as a
senior waterfront expert with primary
focus on advancing project design
and construction.
Stangland joined the company
in 2005 and has nearly 20 years of
experience in landscape architecture,
urban design, planning and waterfront
development. As Waterfront Practice
director, he will focus on the needs of
the firm’s current clients, strengthen the
company’s position as a leading design
and engineering firm for waterfront
environments, and identify opportunities
for expansion.

Melbourne’s newest marina, Wyndham Harbour on Port Phillip Bay, has
received Marina Industries Association (MIA) Clean Marina and Gold Anchor
accreditations.
Wyndham Harbour boating facilities
include 150 wet berths (10-20m [3366ft] and multihull), 24/7 fuel dock,
pump-out, security patrols and CCTV,
sailing school, members lounge, dining
options, boat sales and chandlery.
Long term plans are for up to 1,000
boat storage spaces to be provided.
MIA chairman, Andrew Chapman,
said the marina and the associated
bayside community development is
a credit to its investors. “Melbourne
and Port Phillip Bay is now a more
complete destination for boaters

with Wyndham Harbour filling in the
missing part of the jigsaw providing
vital marina infrastructure at the
northern end of the Bay. Clean Marina
and Gold Anchor accreditations were
used as part of the development
criteria during the marina build.”
“Across the Asia Pacific region we
are seeing more marina developments
using industry driven accreditation
guidelines to inform the planning and
development of marinas; to meet the
market needs and to keep ahead of
regulatory requirements,” he added.

Kate
Purdie
Abell Point
Marina in the
Whitsundays,
Queensland,
has appointed
Kate Purdie
as general
manager.
She replaces Luke McCaul who is
exploring new opportunities in the
marine and superyacht sectors.
Purdie brings 20 years of
management experience to the role,
having served as vice president
of several multinational media
corporations. Her strength is an ability
to drive international business, which
aligns with Abell Point Marina’s recently
amended vision to become a leading
international marina.
“Abell Point Marina is a paradise within
paradise,” she says. “With impeccable
facilities, a vibrant atmosphere and
world-class customer service in a
location of unparalleled natural beauty,
the marina is primed to attract a growing
base of international clientele. I am proud
to be joining Australia’s ‘Marina of the
Year’ at such an exciting time.”
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Goh Thye Hock CMP
The Global Marina Institute (GMI) has
awarded Goh Thye Hock Certified
Marina Professional (CMP) status.
He joins the ranks of two other CMPs
in Asia but is the first to receive this
recognition in the Hong Kong region.  
Goh Thye Hock has been in senior
positions across the marine industry
in Asia for over ten years and has
been involved in Taiwanese marina
development, superyacht charter
in China, and sailing and marina
management in Singapore. He
attended the GMI Intermediate and
Advance Marina Management courses
held in Australia in 2006 and 2009
respectively.
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New CMMs
Four industry professionals
have recently been awarded
Certified Marina Manager (CMM)
designation by the Global Marina
Institute (GMI).

Suzanne Bell
CMM
Suzanne Bell
CMM joined Rhu
Marina on the
Firth of Clyde in
2006 as marina
administrator but
her natural business and marketing
sense found their application as
she progressively took over general
management. Originally from a
financial services background, Bell
now manages marina operation on a
day-to-day basis, ensuring excellent
customer service, promotion and
marketing. “I am very proud to be
awarded my CMM by the GMI and it
is a great pleasure to become a part
of a very special group of industry
professionals,” she comments.

Mike Tait CMM
Mike Tait CMM
is group leisure
manager for
Jersey Marinas,
which offers 1,000
berths across
three awardwinning Five Gold Anchor marinas
– Elizabeth Marina, St Helier Marina
and Old Harbour. Over the course of
six years, Tait attended Intermediate
and Advanced Marina Management
training courses and describes
the journey as “nothing other than
fascinating and hugely rewarding.”

Partnership for forklift
development
Marine Travelift has partnered with Suntex Marinas to develop a marine forklift
capable of handling larger outboard-powered boats.
Two machines of the resulting
M5200H (52,000 lb/23,587kg capacity)
Hydro M_Drive design will be installed
at Suntex’s Riviera Beach and St
Petersburg properties in Florida, and a
third will be set to work at Snook Bight
Marina in Estero Bay, California.
Ron TenEyck, Suntex senior vice
president of operations, explained
the move. “As business continues to
expand, we needed a partner who
would provide quality, reliability and
support from the start. And that’s
exactly what we got with Marine
Travelift.” He also added that Marine
Travelift was able to offer aggressive
leasing options for assistance in
acquiring all three machines.
The sales and engineering groups
at Marine Travelift teamed up with
several leading boat manufacturers
across the USA throughout the design
process and invested resources to
understand each boat’s dimensions and
characteristics when developing the
new forklift.
“This partnership with Suntex
Marinas shows mutual trust between
organisations and the realisation of
our capabilities in the marine forklift
industry,” noted Jason Johnson, Marine
Travelift’s North American director
of sales. “After our initial meeting, it
was clear we had quickly formed a
partnership and mutual understanding.
The youth in our organisation

supported by the years of experience
has allowed us to focus on long-term
growth with our product line.”
The M5200H Hydro M_Drive will
feature a user-friendly operating
system and offers a lower total cost
of ownership through the proven
hydrostatic drive system. Faster
lowering speeds, rear backup cameras
and a standard wireless remote
control will also help customers save
money through lower operation and
maintenance costs.
Also, as a staple of the Marine
Travelift design process, response
to customer feedback played an
important role in ensuring TenEyck and
his staff would get the correct piece
of equipment and the service they
expected. The Marine Travelift factory
built a centre cab mock-up to send
down to Florida to incorporate direct
feedback from the operators and tailor
the design to meet their exact needs.
“Throughout the process, we
enabled the team at Suntex to have
direct input regarding the layout of
the centre-mounted cab and overall
design of the machine,” said Johnson.
“The new cab design offers improved
ergonomics, and the open centre
wide-view mast gives the operators
improved visibility.”
All three machines are scheduled for
delivery in summer 2018.
E: sales@marinetravelift.com

Robert Parton CMM

Simon Bryan CMM

Robert Parton CMM, together with his
wife Andrea, opened Church Minshull
Aqueduct Marina in 2009 as a new
purpose-built premier inland haven
in Cheshire, UK. Since opening, the
business has continued to develop and
grow and has now become a one stop
solution for all things narrowboating.
Over the last few years, Parton has taken a more active
role in the wider marine sector. “Having previously enjoyed
attending the Advanced Marina Management course, I
increasingly saw the CMM accreditation as an award of
real value,” he explains. “I am delighted to be awarded the
CMM and look forward to benefiting from the network.”

Simon Bryan CMM is IGY
Marinas regional director
(Europe), a role which
involves identifying and
establishing new marinas
in Europe that could be
part of the IGY brand.
He is currently focused
on Porto Cervo Marina,
Sardinia, the development of the marina in Sete, south of
France, and other Mediterranean projects. “Having successfully
achieved CMM accreditation, I feel well placed to fulfil this role
as it has given me an opportunity to be part of a network of
fellow professionals that offers countless benefits,” he says.

www.marinaworld.com - July/August 2018
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Taylor Machine Works
and Sudden Service partner
with Wiggins Lift
Taylor Machine Works (TMW), Sudden Service (SSI) and Wiggins Lift Company
have announced a partnership to expand territory for the Wiggins Marina Bull
lift trucks. Since 2010, Taylor and SSI have been the authorised Wiggins Bull
sales/support dealers in Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Tennessee and North
Carolina.
Robert Taylor, vice president of
operations for Taylor Machine Works
and president of Sudden Service,
said the Taylor family team is proud to
expand its representation. “We have
enjoyed our long relationship and are
proud to see this relationship continue
to grow,” he said.
TMW and SSI are now authorised
to cover the states of Georgia, South
Carolina, Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio,
Indiana, West Virginia, the District
of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New
York, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Maine and Texas in addition
to existing areas of sales, service and
support.
Taylor will also represent the Wiggins
Bull products outside the United
States in Mexico, Belize, Guatemala,
Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica, Panama, Columbia,
Venezuela, Trinidad and Tobago,
Curacao, Aruba, Grenada, Barbados,
St Lucia, Dominica, Montserrat, BVI,
Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica,
Cayman Islands, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Bahamas, and Turks and Caicos.
During a visit to the TMW and SSI
headquarters in Louisville, Mississippi,
Wiggins Lift CEO Michele WigginsMcDowell commented: “The Wiggins

team is honoured that TMW and SSI
will now represent the Wiggins Marina
Bull products in these new regions. The
long relationship between the Wiggins
and Taylor families is part of the reason
that our lifts are number one in quality,
dependability and longevity. This new
era of cooperation between our two
American, family-run companies will
immediately benefit the marina industry
and its customers.”
www.taylorbigred.com

Jeff Houlgrave
Jeff Houlgrave,
senior associate at
UK-based Marina
Projects, has been
appointed chairman
of Superyacht UK
(SYUK).
Houlgrave, who has been an SYUK
committee member for a number of
years, said: “I am pleased to be able
to take on this role with the support
of Marina Projects. SYUK represents
the best of British and will work
hard to promote its members on the
international stage with the ultimate
goal of increasing the UK’s market
share of the world market. I look
forward to working with my committee
and the wider industry to meet the
challenges that the industry faces.”
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Trusted Name, Proven Value

The

Powering the
Industry Forward.

With our industry exclusive hydrostatic drive system, the Hydro M_Drive offers
significant fuel savings, proven durability in some of the highest duty cycle
environments, and less wear and tear on internal components, all saving you
money. By switching from a conventional transmission to the Hydro M_Drive,
your business will enjoy increased efficiency through lowered maintenance costs
and increased productivity – unmatched by the competition.

HYDROSTATIC DRIVE BENEFITS
• Steadier engine RPM and proportional control
• Significant fuel savings
• Lower operation and maintenance costs
• More control over uneven surfaces

Overall total cost of ownership of a Marine Travelift marine forklift is the lowest
in the industry. The reduced operation and maintenance costs over the life of the
machine, coupled with a service life well over 20 years, help save our customers
money and increase their bottom line.

marinetravelift.com
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